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Advances in biochemistry have shed light on proteins that defy the dogma “one sequence, one

structure, one function”, i.e., chameleonic proteins, intrinsically disordered proteins, metamorphic

proteins and morpheeins. These biomolecules fold into multiple secondary and tertiary structures

and as morpheeins self-assemble into several quaternary complexes starting from a single

protomer (Jaffe 2005). The morpheein complexes have distinct activities correlated to the

exposure of hidden surfaces and associated with recognition of new ligands: this behavior can be

a stratagem adopted by nature to generate new protein functions or tune pre-existing ones by

changing the oligomeric state. Furthermore, the equilibrium between the oligomers is tuned by

temperature, pH, ionic strength, and redox potential as well as single point mutations,

encouraging their use as supramolecular templates and scaffolds in bionanotechnology. In this

context, Peroxiredoxins (Prxs) represent the paradigm of a morpheein protein that can be
applied to bionanotechnology (Ardini et al. 2021).
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The structural and biochemical plasticity of Prxs can be exploited across different multidisciplinary areas of applied science from

electronics to biomedicine. The data demonstrate that control over the assembly/disassembly of Prxs into supramolecular

complexes and their interactions with inorganic, organic and biological materials is achieved and tuned under mild experimental

conditions in vitro. The highlighted example (Giovannini et al. 2019) shows how morpheeins with supramolecular structures are

suitable for hierarchical nanofabrication of devices showing coupling phenomena, i.e., plasmons, which would be useful in

applications such as next-generation sequencing and biomolecular detection.

Discussion

Prxs can be exploited to obtain 1)

polarizable gold NPs arrays, 2)

polarizable iron NPs arrays, 3) gold-

tethered tubes and rings, 4) plasmonic

gold NPs arrays, 5) semiconductive

nanoribbons for transistors, 6) rGO

composites, 7) biocompatible scaffolds,

8) plasmonic nanopore arrays, 9) gold

and palladium NPs-doped rGO

composites and 10) biocompatible rGO

scaffolds (Ardini et al. 2021):

A tricky example: fabrication of plasmonic nanopore arrays (Giovannini et al. 2019)

Graphene flakes are

deposited on nanohole

arrays (SEM images).

The Prx ring is used as template

to synthesize silver nanorings

(TEM, STEM, EDS images).

The Prx-templated silver nanorings are marked

with fluororescent dyes and placed onto the

graphene-coated nanohole arrays (confocal

microscopy images).
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The silver nanorings show plasmonic

behavior with strong enhancement at

the inner pore (numerical simulations).
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The fluorescent nanorings show the absorbance

spectrum of the fluorophore. Upon deposition onto

the nanoholes, the fluorescence lifetime decreases

demonstrating the plasmonic behavior of the hybrid

device (single-photon counting measures).
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